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		A comprehensive and highly illustrated reference on current topics in esthetic dental implant therapy

	
		Advances in Esthetic Implant Dentistry provides a current, comprehensive overview of esthetic implant therapy. Offering innovative step-by-step protocols for surgical techniques and case studies, the book presents practical, clinically oriented guidance firmly anchored in solid scientific research. A companion website provides videos of clinical procedures and follow-up case studies.

	
		The book emphasizes the physiology of labial plate of bone and its influence to the overall fate of implant placement in fresh extraction sites, including several cutting-edge techniques to restore and treat deficient labial plate of bone. A novel chapter offers a solid protocol to diagnose, categorize, and treat implant-related gingival recession predictably.

		
			Highlights novel esthetic protocols in dental implantology, applying the latest advances in clinical techniques to real-world dentistry
	
			Follows up on treatment outcomes, presenting results up to seven years later
	
			Provides reliable, evidence-based bone regenerative methods
	
			Illustrates procedures step by step, with more than 2500 clinical photographs
	
			Features a companion website with videos of clinical procedures and follow-up case studies


	
		Advances in Esthetic Implant Dentistry is an indispensable clinical companion for practitioners and students of periodontics, prosthodontics, oral and maxillofacial surgery, and general dentistry, bringing the reader new horizons in esthetic dentistry.
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Preparing the Perfect CV: How to Make a Great Impression and Get the Job You Want (Career Success)Kogan Page, 2009

	Every job hunter needs an impressive CV that describes their educational and professional history. A well-prepared and individually tailored CV is invaluable and can greatly improve your chances of getting the job you want. "Preparing The Perfect CV" provides sample CVs for job seekers of different abilities applying for various...
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Practical MDX Queries: For Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2008McGraw-Hill, 2010

	300+ ready-to-use, powerful MDX queries


	This hands-on guide shows you how to use Multi-Dimensional Expressions (MDX) to extract business intelligence from multi-dimensional cubes. Practical MDX Queries contains more than 300 downloadable MDX queries that can be applied across a wide variety of business intelligence-related...
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Multiset Processing: Mathematical, Computer Science, and Molecular Computing Points of View (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2002


	The multiset (a set with multiplicities associated with its elements, in the form

	of natural numbers) is a notion which has appeared again and again in many

	areas of mathematics and computer science, sometimes called a bag (some historical

	information appears in the enclosed paper by A. Syropoulos). As a data

	structure, this...
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High Performance Computing in Science and Engineering 2007Springer, 2008
This book presents the state-of-the-art in simulation on supercomputers. Leading researchers present results achieved on systems of the Stuttgart High Performance Computing Center (HLRS) for the year 2007. The reports cover all fields of computational science and engineering, ranging from CFD and computational physics and chemistry to computer...
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Robotic Surgery of the BladderSpringer, 2013

	Robotic Surgery of the Bladder is a dedicated resource to understanding and mastering the concepts and practical aspects of robotic bladder surgery. The volume provides an introduction to urologists interested in initiating robotic radical cystectomy by providing them background, concepts, steps, and tools and tricks to introduce...
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XBOX 360 Forensics: A Digital Forensics Guide to Examining ArtifactsSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Game consoles have evolved to become complex computer systems that may contain evidence to assist in a criminal investigation. From networking capabilities to chat, voicemail, streaming video and email, the game consoles of today are unrecognizable from complex computer systems. With over 10 million XBOX 360s sold in the United States the...
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